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A fter the noise of the blast off, the rattle and woosh as the rockets heave into the
sky, comes the vast impenetrable silence of space. The latest photographs by
Portuguese photographer Edgar Martins marry the zenlike tranquility of space
with the technical fussiness of space travel. With astronaut equipment
suspended in mid-air, giant test facilities, and stowed away space suits, the
photographs are eerily empty and clinical but also possess a serene beauty. The
exhibition (jauntily entitled The Rehearsal of Space and the Poetic Impossibility
to Manage the Infinite) is the culmination of two years unparalleled access to the
European Space Agency, during which Martins travelled across the UK,
Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain, Kazakhstan and French Guyana shooting
in secret locations including space simulators, launch sites and astronaut
training centres. The photographs depict a secretive world with disquieting
clarity.

The Rehearsal of Space & The Poetic Impossibility to Manage the Infinite by
Edgar Martin opens at the Wapping Project Bankside 25 April
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